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How to Be a Grown-Up
In this read-along picture book, a classroom full of young dinosaurs plays with toys,
does art projects, and reads books. But each activity is another opportunity for the
over-enthusiastic Tyrannosaurus Rex to wreak havoc. Parents and young children
will love the call-and-response nature of the book, and young dinosaur fans will
appreciate the listing (and pronunciation guide) for a dozen different dino species.
The format is extra vertical in order to accommodate T. Rex’s biggest messes.
Praise for Tyrannosaurus Wrecks "Punchy writing, an equally in-your-face palette,
and OHora’s characteristically brash painting style make this as much a
stompalong as a readaloud." --Publishers Weekly "Along with the pleasure of
pronouncing those multisyllabic dino names, young audiences may find food for
thought in the behavioral dynamics on display." --Kirkus Reviews "Warmly colored
with childlike bodies and emotive faces, Ohora’s dinosaurs are among the cutest
you will come across in children’s books." --Booklist "The brief rhyming text, which
scans well, tells a story with child appeal. There is a good balance of two-to-three
word sentences with large, uncluttered illustrations, making the book a good
choice for reading aloud. In their simplicity, the brightly colored pictures have the
look of children’s art, but they enhance the classroom setting appropriately with
interesting details." --School Library Journal "The shapely dinos, whose rough
charcoal-style outlines and strong colors vividly contrast with the white or
sometimes black backgrounds, are chunky and friendly in an eight-crayon-box
color scheme and snazzy Peanuts-reminiscent outfits." --Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books "Together the chanting rhythm, ragged lines, and setting of an unchaperoned dinosaur class create a satisfyingly high-energy, primal read-aloud
strongly reminiscent of Bob Shea’s 'Dinosaur vs.' series." --The Horn Book
Magazine

NIV Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Personal Size
(Hardcover)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A thrilling novel based on actual events, about the
nature of genius, the cost of ambition, and the battle to electrify America—from
the Oscar-winning screenwriter of The Imitation Game and author of The
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Sherlockian NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON
POST AND THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER • SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
STARRING EDDIE REDMAYNE New York, 1888. Gas lamps still flicker in the city
streets, but the miracle of electric light is in its infancy. The person who controls
the means to turn night into day will make history—and a vast fortune. A young
untested lawyer named Paul Cravath, fresh out of Columbia Law School, takes a
case that seems impossible to win. Paul’s client, George Westinghouse, has been
sued by Thomas Edison over a billion-dollar question: Who invented the light bulb
and holds the right to power the country? The case affords Paul entry to the heady
world of high society—the glittering parties in Gramercy Park mansions, and the
more insidious dealings done behind closed doors. The task facing him is beyond
daunting. Edison is a wily, dangerous opponent with vast resources at his
disposal—private spies, newspapers in his pocket, and the backing of J. P. Morgan
himself. Yet this unknown lawyer shares with his famous adversary a compulsion to
win at all costs. How will he do it? In obsessive pursuit of victory, Paul crosses
paths with Nikola Tesla, an eccentric, brilliant inventor who may hold the key to
defeating Edison, and with Agnes Huntington, a beautiful opera singer who proves
to be a flawless performer on stage and off. As Paul takes greater and greater
risks, he’ll find that everyone in his path is playing their own game, and no one is
quite who they seem. Praise for The Last Days of Night “A satisfying romp . . .
Takes place against a backdrop rich with period detail . . . Works wonderfully as an
entertainment . . . As it charges forward, the novel leaves no dot
unconnected.”—Noah Hawley, The New York Times Book Review “This captivating
historical novel illuminates a fascinating American moment.”—People “A
fascinating portrait of American inventors . . . Moore crafts a compelling narrative
out of [Paul] Cravath’s cunning legal maneuvers and [Nikola] Tesla’s worldchanging tinkering, while a story line on opera singer Agnes Huntington has the
mysterious glamour of The Great Gatsby. . . . Moore weaves a complex web. . . . He
conjures Gilded Age New York City so vividly, it feels like only
yesterday.”—Entertainment Weekly “A model of superior historical fiction . . .
Graham Moore digs deep into long-forgotten facts to give us an exciting,
sometimes astonishing story of two geniuses locked in a brutal battle to change
the world. . . . [A] brilliant journey into the past.”—The Washington Post
“Mesmerizing, clever, and absolutely crackling, The Last Days of Night is a triumph
of imagination. Graham Moore has chosen Gilded Age New York as his playground,
with outsized characters—Edison, Tesla, Westinghouse—as his players. The result
is a beautifully researched, endlessly entertaining novel that will leave you
buzzing.”—Gillian Flynn, author of Gone Girl “It’s part legal thriller, part tour of a
magical time—the age of wonder—and once you’ve finished it, you’ll find it hard to
return to the world of now.”—Erik Larson, author of The Devil in the White City

The Ogre of Oglefort
He's a rescue, a mutt. Maybe there's a little golden retriever in him, although he's
not exactly pretty. He's had a run-in with coyotes and he's missing an eye. But
Mike is eleven-year-old Cara Donovan's dog, and they love each other absolutely.
Usually her pet follows Cara everywhere, but on the day the family first smells
smoke in the air, Mike becomes anxious. Pine Grove is in the path of a wildfire, and
the family is ordered to evacuate. In the ensuing chaos, Mike runs off. And then the
unthinkable happens; there is no time to search for Mike. They are forced to leave
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him behind. Shocked and devastated, Cara watches helplessly as the family drives
through a nightmare, with burning debris falling from the sky and wild animals
fleeing for their lives. Once in the city far from the burn zone, the Donovans are
housed with a volunteer host family. Jewel, the hosts' daughter, is nice, but Cara
can only think about what she may have lost. What will happen if nothing is left?
But as she reflects on what "home" means to her, Cara knows only one thing. She
is not going to lose Mike. She will do what it takes to find him, even if it means
going back to Pine Grove on her own. With her signature style combining simplicity
and lyricism, the author of Root Beer Candy and Other Miracles and Macy McMillan
and the Rainbow Goddess tells an uplifting story of love and loss. And she shows
how one girl’s stressful journey eventually leads her to an unexpected place, and a
new definition of home.

Dragonshadow
There’s always trouble in Illyria: dragons to slay, villains to fight, and one beautiful
princess after another demanding to be rescued from a fate worse than death. It’s
a full-time job for Charming, noble prince and professional hero. In fact, young
Charming thinks he’s just about ready for a leave of absence. But you’re always on
call in the Slay and Rescue business, and soon Charming is working overtime when
he becomes embroiled in a plot involving an evil sorceress, an enchanted castle,
one angry dragon, and no less than three beauteous damsels in distress, each with
her own plans for our hero, and none of them to be trusted long enough to shake a
sword at

The Last Days of Night
Rory McGovern is entering the ostensible prime of her life when her husband,
Blake, loses his dream job and announces he feels like 'taking a break.' Rory was
already spread thin and now she is single-parenting two kids. Her only hope is to
accept a full-time position working for two full-time twenty-somethings.

Slay and Rescue
*A 2019 Michael L. Printz Award Honor Book* A dark, twisted, unforgettable fairy
tale from Elana K. Arnold, author of the National Book Award finalist What Girls Are
Made Of The rite has existed for as long as anyone can remember: When the king
dies, his son the prince must venture out into the gray lands, slay a fierce dragon,
and rescue a damsel to be his bride. This is the way things have always been.
When Ama wakes in the arms of Prince Emory, she knows none of this. She has no
memory of what came before she was captured by the dragon or what horrors she
faced in its lair. She knows only this handsome young man, the story he tells of her
rescue, and her destiny of sitting on a throne beside him. It’s all like a dream, like
something from a fairy tale. As Ama follows Emory to the kingdom of Harding,
however, she discovers that not all is as it seems. There is more to the legends of
the dragons and the damsels than anyone knows, and the greatest threats may
not be behind her, but around her, now, and closing in.

Tyrannosaurus Wrecks!
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This atmospheric fantasy is, “from the gripping first line, a fast-paced, thoughtprovoking, and stirring story of sacrifice” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). Liyana
has trained her entire life to be the vessel of a goddess. The goddess will inhabit
Liyana’s body and use magic to bring rain to the desert. But Liyana’s goddess
never comes. Abandoned by her angry tribe, Liyana expects to die in the desert.
Until a boy walks out of the dust in search of her. Korbyn is a god inside his vessel,
and a trickster god at that. He tells Liyana that five other gods are missing, and
they set off across the desert in search of the other vessels. For the desert tribes
cannot survive without the magic of their gods. But the journey is dangerous, even
with a god’s help. And not everyone is willing to believe the trickster god’s tale.
The closer she grows to Korbyn, the less Liyana wants to disappear to make way
for her goddess. But she has no choice: She must die for her tribe to live. Unless a
trickster god can help her to trick fate—or a human girl can muster some magic of
her own.

Who Put This Song On?
Ivo the orphan, together with the Hag of Dribble, Ulf the Troll, and Brian the
Wizard, sets out to save Princess Mirella from the dreaded Ogre of Oglefort. But
when the rescuers arrive at the castle, they are shocked to find that the princess
doesn't want to be saved; she wants the ogre to turn her into a bird so she can
escape an arranged marriage. And the Ogre isn't nearly the fearsome creature he
once was--in fact, he's rather depressed. Now the rescuers have a new goal: save
Princess Mirella from her tyrannical royal family and help restore the Ogre and his
castle to the fearsome (but fun) paradise it used to be.

Dangerous Alliance: An Austentacious Romance
"As World War II draws to a close, refugees try to escape the war's final dangers,
only to find themselves aboard a ship with a target on its hull"--

She Came to Slay
Saving animals and solving murders seem to go paw-in-paw for shelter manager
and amateur sleuth Lauren Vancouver. But this time, mixed up in a murder that
may close a much-needed new shelter. Lauren will have to keep herself and her
critters safe from an unleashed killer.

Hounds Abound
Restored to life after being pronounced dead, Miles Vorkosigan realizes that the
event has left him with a profound weakness and is dismissed from his job, but
things are further complicated when he remembers something that he saw while
dead

In the City of Shy Hunters
Discovering the beautiful Miranda, the daughter of Prospero, Caliban the Beast has
a single evening in which to tell her the most compelling stories she has ever
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heard. By the author of Tailchaser's Song. Reprint.

The Lightning Horse
Girl by day. Cat by night. Ready for an adventure. This chapter book is an excellent
choice to share during homeschooling, in particular for children ages 6 to 8 who
are ready to read independently. It’s a fun way to keep your child engaged and as
a supplement for activity books for children. Meet Kitty, a charming chapter book
character with catlike superpowers. In book two in this chapter book series, Kitty
must recover the priceless Golden Tiger treasure after it’s been stolen. With
dramatic two-color art on every page and an emphasis on friendship, family, and
building self-confidence, the Kitty books are the perfect choice for newly
independent readers and fans of Rebecca Elliott’s Owl Diaries. When a new
exhibition arrives at the local museum, Kitty is excited to see its most prized
artifact, the Golden Tiger. Sadly, her cat, Pumpkin, won’t be able to see the Golden
Tiger because pets aren’t allowed to visit the galleries. That night, Kitty decides to
use her catlike superpowers to sneak Pumpkin into the museum. When they arrive,
it’s just in time to see someone stealing the Golden Tiger statue! The museum's
security cat, Cleo, is devastated that she let the bandit get away. But never fear!
Kitty and Pumpkin are there to help Cleo track down the culprit and recover the
statue before morning. Kitty and the Tiger Treasure is the second book in a chapter
book series about Kitty and her superhero adventures. With an aspirational main
character, a kindle of cats, striking two-color art on every page, and fun facts
included at the end of each story, these chapter books are just right for newly
independent readers.

NIV Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Large Print (Red
Letter, Hardcover)
Nightbringer
Lately, seventh grader Nizhoni Begay has been able to detect monsters, like that
man in the fancy suit who was in the bleachers at her basketball game. Turns out
he's Mr. Charles, her dad's new boss at the oil and gas company, and he's
alarmingly interested in Nizhoni and her brother, Mac, their Navajo heritage, and
the legend of the Hero Twins. Nizhoni knows he's a threat, but her father won't
believe her. When Dad disappears the next day, leaving behind a message that
says "Run!", the siblings and Nizhoni's best friend, Davery, are thrust into a rescue
mission that can only be accomplished with the help of Diné Holy People, all
disguised as quirky characters. Their aid will come at a price: the kids must pass a
series of trials in which it seems like nature itself is out to kill them. If Nizhoni, Mac,
and Davery can reach the House of the Sun, they will be outfitted with what they
need to defeat the ancient monsters Mr. Charles has unleashed. But it will take
more than weapons for Nizhoni to become the hero she was destined to be . . .
Timeless themes such as the importance of family and respect for the land
resonate in this funny, fast-paced, and exciting quest adventure set in the
American Southwest.
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Kitty and the Moonlight Rescue
Trusted & Treasured by Millions of Readers over 30 years, the Life Application(R)
Study Bible Is Today's #1-Selling Study Bible, and a Bible for All Times. Now it has
been thoroughly updated and expanded, offering even more relevant insights for
understanding and applying God's Word to everyday life in today's world. Discover
How You Can Apply the Bible to Your Life Today Now with a fresh two-color interior
design and meaningfully updated study notes and features, this Bible will help you
understand God's Word better than ever. It answers questions that you may have
about the text and provides you practical yet powerful ways to apply the Bible to
your life every day. Study the stories and teachings of the Bible with verse-byverse commentary. Gain wisdom from people in the Bible by exploring their
accomplishments and learning from their mistakes. Survey the big picture of each
book through overviews, vital statistics, outlines, and timelines, and grasp difficult
concepts using in-text maps, charts, and diagrams--all to help you do life God's
way, every day. The Large Print editions are for people who enjoy the enhanced
readability of larger text. Features: (Enhanced, updated, and with new content
added throughout) Now more than 10,000 Life Application(R) notes and features
Over 100 Life Application(R) profiles of key Bible people Introductions and
overviews for each book of the Bible More than 500 maps & charts placed for quick
reference Dictionary/concordance Extensive side-column cross-reference system to
facilitate deeper study Life Application(R) index to notes, charts, maps, and profiles
Refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full-color maps
Quality Smyth-sewn binding--durable, made for frequent use, and lays flat when
open Presentation page Single-column format Christian Worker's Resource, a
special supplement to enhance the reader's ministry effectiveness Full text of the
accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) The words of Jesus
are in red letter.

Ring Shout
There’s only one thing scarier than slaying a giant, fire-breathing dragonslaying
the wrong giant, fire-breathing dragon. Sir Terry knows that as a valiant (but solidly
middle-class) knight he doesn’t have a chance of winning the beauteous Princess
Gloria’s hand in marriage unless he kills the dragon on the far edge of the kingdom
and claims her as his reward. But Prince Charming never had to contend with rezoning. After Terry defeats the dragon, he discovers he has slain the scourge of the
kingdom next door. He’s still won a princess. Unfortunately, she’s nicknamed
“Crazy Jane” for her habit of talking to dead animals. Luckily for Terry, Princess
Gloria wants to give him another chance, and she arranges for him to save her
from a fake kidnapping. Rescuing a damsel who’s not actually in distress ought to
be easy, but events soon take a dangerous turn. No matter what, Terry must save
Gloria. Because everyone knows that getting stuck with the wrong girl is truly a
fate worse than dragons

Vessel
Scott Lynch, R.F. Kuang, Kate Elliott, Ken Liu, Todd McCaffrey, Garth Nix, Peter S.
Beagle, and other modern masters of fantasy and science fiction put their unique
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spin on the greatest of mythical beasts—the dragon—in never-before-seen works
written exclusively for this fantasy anthology compiled by award-winning editor
Jonathan Strahan and with art by Rovina Cai! Here there be dragons . . . From
China to Europe, Africa to North America, dragons have long captured our
imagination in myth and legend. Whether they are rampaging beasts awaiting a
brave hero to slay or benevolent sages who have much to teach humanity,
dragons are intrinsically connected to stories of creation, adventure, and struggle
beloved for generations. Bringing together nearly thirty stories and poems from
some of the greatest science fiction and fantasy writers working today— Garth Nix,
Scott Lynch, R.F. Kuang, Ann Leckie & Rachel Swirsky, Daniel Abraham, Peter S.
Beagle, Beth Cato, Zen Cho, C. S. E Cooney, Aliette de Bodard, Kate Elliott,
Theodora Goss, Ellen Klages, Ken Liu, Patricia A McKillip, K. J. Parker, Kelly Robson,
Michael Swanwick, Jo Walton, Elle Katharine White, Jane Yolen, Kelly Barnhill,
Brooke Bolander, Sarah Gailey, and J. Y. Yang—and illustrated by award-nominated
artist Rovina Cai with black-and-white line drawings specific to each entry
throughout, this extraordinary collection vividly breathes fire and life into one of
our most captivating and feared magical creatures as never before and is sure to
become a treasured keepsake for fans of fantasy, science fiction, and fairy tales.

He Came in with It
"The beginning of a great saga" —NPR.org "This compelling Nigerian-influenced
fantasy has a wonderfully unique premise and lush, brilliant worldbuilding that will
consume you until the last page."—Buzzfeed "Unforgettable in its darkness,
inequality, and magic." —VOYA, Starred Review "A paean to an emerging black
legend."—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review Black Panther meets Nnedi Okorafor's
Akata Witch in Beasts Made of Night, the first book in an epic fantasy duology. In
the walled city of Kos, corrupt mages can magically call forth sin from a sinner in
the form of sin-beasts—lethal creatures spawned from feelings of guilt. Taj is the
most talented of the aki, young sin-eaters indentured by the mages to slay the sinbeasts. But Taj’s livelihood comes at a terrible cost. When he kills a sin-beast, a
tattoo of the beast appears on his skin while the guilt of committing the sin
appears on his mind. Most aki are driven mad by the process, but Taj is cocky and
desperate to provide for his family. When Taj is called to eat a sin of a member of
the royal family, he’s suddenly thrust into the center of a dark conspiracy to
destroy Kos. Now Taj must fight to save the princess that he loves—and his own
life. Debut author Tochi Onyebuchi delivers an unforgettable series opener that
powerfully explores the true meaning of justice and guilt. Packed with dark magic
and thrilling action, Beasts Made of Night is a gritty Nigerian-influenced fantasy
perfect for fans of Paolo Bacigalupi and Nnedi Okorafor. iBooks Most Anticipated YA
Books of the Fall io9’s All the Science Fiction and Fantasy Books to Keep On Your
Radar This Fall BuzzFeed’s 22 YA Novels You’ll Want To Read From Cover To Cover
This Fall A 2017 BookExpo Buzz Book A Junior Library Guild Selection

A Fate Worse Than Dragons
I’m Aisling Grey—but you can call me “frustrated.” The dragon of my dreams—ubersexy Drake Vireo, wyvern of the green dragons—has finally decided to make an
honest woman of me. That is, if we ever make it to the wedding at the same time!
Being left at the altar may have cooled my jets, but not my passiona good thing
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when Drake disappears and it's up to me to find him. Most brides just have in-laws
to worry about. Me? I have warring dragons, ticked-off demon lords, eternal
damnation, and a mage who wants to challenge me for an otherworldly position I
don’t even want. At least Jim, my doggie-demon, is always at my side. He’s never
let me down—yet…

The Angels of Resistance (Hardcover)
"He Came In With It is the chronology of a mother and her family's coping with
mental illness: the hurdles of diagnosis and treatment -- of stigma, denial, shame-of pretending that things are T-square perfect for all the lacquered world"--

Missing Mike
One thousand years after the assumed apocalypse, a demonic army known as the
Demon Plague has invaded the new world. With various races and cultures split by
their differences, one man inspires them to unite in order to defeat the
unfathomable evil force. Experience the epic story that follows these heroes into
the darkness. Join the resistance and find out what it takes to defeat demons.

Memory Rescue
Think Edgar Rice Burroughs' additions to the literary canon begin and end with
Tarzan? Think again. Burroughs produced popular works in virtually every genre,
and he made important early contributions to the science fiction and fantasy fields,
as well. Thuvia, Maid of Mars is an interplanetary romp that includes something for
everyone -- fantasy, romance, and rip-roaring adventure.

The Book of Dragons
"Unflinchingly irreverent, laugh-out-loud funny, and heartbreakingly honest."
—Elizabeth Acevedo, National Book Award winner and New York Times bestselling
author of The Poet X In the vein of powerful reads like The Hate U Give and Girl in
Pieces, comes poet Morgan Parker's pitch-perfect novel about a black teenage girl
searching for her identity when the world around her views her depression as a
lack of faith and blackness as something to be politely ignored. Trapped in sunny,
stifling, small-town suburbia, seventeen-year-old Morgan knows why she's in
therapy. She can't count the number of times she's been the only non-white person
at the sleepover, been teased for her "weird" outfits, and been told she's not
"really" black. Also, she's spent most of her summer crying in bed. So there's that,
too. Lately, it feels like the whole world is listening to the same terrible track on
repeat--and it's telling them how to feel, who to vote for, what to believe. Morgan
wonders, when can she turn this song off and begin living for herself? Loosely
based on her own teenage life and diaries, this incredible debut by award-winning
poet Morgan Parker will make readers stand up and cheer for a girl brave enough
to live life on her own terms--and for themselves. "Morgan Parker put THIS song
on--and I hope it never turns off." —Nic Stone, New York Times bestselling author
of Dear Martin and Odd One Out "It's perfect." --Samantha Irby, New York Times
bestselling author of We Are Never Meeting in Real Life. "A funny, clever, wild ride
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of a story about growing up and breaking free." —Kirkus, starred

The Silver Bear: A Novel (Silver Bear Thrillers)
When a seemingly crazy, poorly dressed soothsayer tells you not to let a magical
talisman fall into the wrong hands, take him or her seriously. DO NOT laugh it off
and leave said talisman simply lying around on a side table; you might as well just
end the world yourself. —The Handbook of Practical Heroics, p. 134 The kingdom of
Deserae is in the most direly perilous of dire perils. The realm’s precious magical
talisman—Ancient Artifact Model Seven—is in the grimy hands of the evil Lord
Voltmeter (He Who Must Be Named) Only one man can stop him (and, by the by,
win the hand of Deserae’s exceedingly well-proportioned princess). Unfortunately,
he’s never really done this sort of thing before. But Prince Kevin Timberline is
determined to find a way into the Fortress of Doom (perhaps through the gift
shop?), resist the advances of a leather-clad, whip-wielding temptress (well, maybe
that’s not so bad), and face an army of unspeakable nastiness (okay, that’s bad),
armed only with his reasonably pure heart, questionable courage—and most
importantly, a copy of The Handbook of Practical Heroics

Race to the Sun
Nebula, Locus, and Alex Award-winner P. Djèlí Clark returns with Ring Shout, a dark
fantasy historical novella that gives a supernatural twist to the Ku Klux Klan's reign
of terror IN AMERICA, DEMONS WEAR WHITE HOODS. In 1915, The Birth of a Nation
cast a spell across America, swelling the Klan's ranks and drinking deep from the
darkest thoughts of white folk. All across the nation they ride, spreading fear and
violence among the vulnerable. They plan to bring Hell to Earth. But even Ku
Kluxes can die. Standing in their way is Maryse Boudreaux and her fellow
resistance fighters, a foul-mouthed sharpshooter and a Harlem Hellfighter. Armed
with blade, bullet, and bomb, they hunt their hunters and send the Klan's demons
straight to Hell. But something awful's brewing in Macon, and the war on Hell is
about to heat up. Can Maryse stop the Klan before it ends the world? At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Thuvia, Maid of Mars
When Manhattan attorney Claire Green discovers that she is implicated in a
dangerous scheme to avenge the murder of her twin sister, she joins forces with
F.B.I. agent Liam Jameson to clear her name.

Heroics for Beginners
When the princess learns of a prince being held prisoner in a jewelry box, she rides
across the country-side to save him.

Memory (Hardcover)
Girl by day. Cat by night. Ready for an adventure. Meet Kitty, a charming chapter
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book character with catlike superpowers. With dramatic two-color art on every
page and an emphasis on friendship, family, bravery, and building self-confidence,
Kitty and the Moonlight Rescue is a perfect choice for independent readers and
fans of Rebecca Elliott’s Owl Diaries. Kitty is special. Her mother is a superhero
with catlike powers that Kitty and her little brother Max will someday inherit. But
being a superhero involves going on daring adventures at night, and Kitty doesn’t
know if she’ll ever be brave enough for that! One night though, Kitty finds a sleek
black cat with white paws waiting at her window. When he introduces himself, Kitty
is shocked to realize she can understand him—her powers have arrived! The cat,
Figaro, has a problem. There’s a terrible meowing sound coming from the clock
tower, and the other cats don’t know what to do. The night outside looks cold and
uninviting, and Kitty is afraid of the dark. But she musters up her courage and sets
out to find the source of the mysterious sound. Along the way, she makes new
friends, uncovers her confidence, and learns what it means to be brave. Kitty and
the Moonlight Rescue is the first book in a chapter book series about Kitty and her
superhero adventures. With an aspirational main character, a kindle of cats,
striking two-color art on every page, and fun facts included at the end of each
story, these chapter books are just right for newly independent readers.

Kenny & the Dragon
In the bestselling tradition of The Notorious RBG comes a lively, informative, and
illustrated tribute to one of the most exceptional women in American
history—Harriet Tubman—a heroine whose fearlessness and activism still
resonates today. Harriet Tubman is best known as one of the most famous
conductors on the Underground Railroad. As a leading abolitionist, her bravery and
selflessness has inspired generations in the continuing struggle for civil rights.
Now, National Book Award nominee Erica Armstrong Dunbar presents a fresh take
on this American icon blending traditional biography, illustrations, photos, and
engaging sidebars that illuminate the life of Tubman as never before. Not only did
Tubman help liberate hundreds of slaves, she was the first woman to lead an
armed expedition during the Civil War, worked as a spy for the Union Army, was a
fierce suffragist, and was an advocate for the aged. She Came to Slay reveals the
many complexities and varied accomplishments of one of our nation’s true heroes
and offers an accessible and modern interpretation of Tubman’s life that is both
informative and engaging. Filled with rare outtakes of commentary, an expansive
timeline of Tubman’s life, photos (both new and those in public domain),
commissioned illustrations, and sections including “Harriet By the Numbers”
(number of times she went back down south, approximately how many people she
rescued, the bounty on her head) and “Harriet’s Homies” (those who supported her
over the years), She Came to Slay is a stunning and powerful mix of pop culture
and scholarship and proves that Harriet Tubman is well deserving of her
permanent place in our nation’s history.

The Girl and the Stars
The intense psychological portrait of a hitman—the anti-Jason Bourne—as he stalks
his prey from Boston to LA. He wants you to know him, maybe even admire him,
but only for his excellence in his craft. Perhaps he was even born for it. "A natural
killer," his mentor—a middleman named Vespucci—said he was. He proved it with
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his first professional hit: a Fifth Circuit Court judge in Boston, executed with a sheet
of Saran Wrap in the stairwell of her own courthouse. He's proved his merit often,
usually with a Glock semiautomatic, but he's improvised too, with his bare hands,
the heel of a shoe, knives, even a sewing machine. He is the consummate
assassin, at the top of his form, immune to the psychological strains of his chosen
profession. He is what the Russians call a Silver Bear. He calls himself Columbus.
It's the name Vespucci gave him, ten years ago, when he discovered a dark, new
world of fences, clients, marks, jobs, jack. Not that his real name meant much to
him anyway. He never knew his father or his mother, a prostitute who became
dangerously involved back in the seventies with an earnest young congressman
named Abe Mann, then a rising star in the Democratic Party. The magnetic Abe
Mann has since become the Speaker of the House. He is currently running for the
Democratic nomination in an exhausting presidential campaign, weaving his way
across the country. Columbus is not far behind. But as he pieces together his past
and prepares the seamless assassination of his mark, the criminal underworld he
has always ruled begins unraveling violently around him.

Kitty and the Tiger Treasure
A proven program from #1 New York Times bestselling author and brain
researcher Dr. Daniel Amen to help you change your brain and improve your
memory today! Brain imaging research demonstrates that memory loss actually
starts in the brain decades before you have any symptoms. Learn the actions you
can take to help not just prevent memory loss later in life . . . but to begin restoring
the memory you may have already lost. Expert physician Dr. Amen reveals how a
multipronged strategy—including dietary changes, physical and mental exercises,
and spiritual practices—can improve your brain health, enhance your memory, and
reduce the likelihood that you’ll develop Alzheimer’s and other memory
loss–related conditions. Keeping your brain healthy isn’t just a medical issue; it’s a
God-given capacity and an essential building block for physical, emotional, and
spiritual health. Take action against the fast-increasing memory crisis that
threatens this crucial part of who you are—and help your brain, body, and soul stay
strong for the rest of your life.

Princess to the Rescue
Beasts Made of Night
The ancient walls of St. Gregory's the greatest abbey to rise upon the alpine crest
joining Italy and France, hold secrets and a darkness that no man or woman should
explore. Throughout its great hall and innumerable chambers, corridors, and
catacombs lay a great repository of weapons born in all the wars ever fought for,
and against God--and one weapon of immeasurable worth.An ancient evil has
darkened the abbey halls and turned the once-peaceful monastery into a
murderous battleground. The abbey monks and a group of visiting tourists find
themselves locked in a hopeless battle with an unstoppable force. Cut off from the
outside world by a sinister snowstorm, the abbey's defenders must fight for their
survival and for their very souls.But from among the defenders arises an ageless
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holy warrior who alone wields the skill and power to stem the bloody tide of evil. In
the epic battle that will decide the fate of all involved, the warrior must not only
struggle against a familiar foe of mythic might but also rediscover the faith and
love that have carried him through a thousand battles.

Bad Prince Charlie
Tom Spanbauer is one of the most enchanting writers in America today, and In the
City of Shy Hunters, his first novel in ten years, is a "rich and colorful" portrait of
New York in the 1980s, told with "raw power" (David Wiegand, San Francisco
Chronicle). Shy, afflicted with a stutter, and struggling with his sexuality, Will
Parker comes to New York to escape the provincial western towns where he grew
up. In New York, he finds himself surrounded for the first time by people who
understand and celebrate his quirks and flaws. He also begins an unforgettable
love affair with a volatile, six-foot-five African-American drag queen and
performance artist named Rose. But even as he is falling in love with Rose and
growing into himself, Will must watch as AIDS escalates from a rumor into a
devastating tragedy. When a vicious riot erupts in a local park, Will seizes the
chance to repay the city for all it has taught him, in a climax that will leave readers
shaken, fulfilled, and changed. "In the City of Shy Hunters is so finely crafted you'll
think you've been reading a modernist classic." — Peter Kurth, Salon.com
"Spanbauer's genius resides even in the asides teas[ing] out the genuine
complexity of human love." — Thomas McGonigle, The Washington Post Book
World "Ambitious and compelling a mixture of the ghastly, the hilarious, and the
curiously touching." — John Hartl, The Seattle Times "In the City of Shy Hunters has
the earmarks of a literary landmark Its importance and originality are
unmistakable." — Laura Demanski, The Baltimore Sun

Caliban's Hour
The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue meets Jane Austen in this witty, winking
historical romance with a dash of mystery! Lady Victoria Aston has everything she
could want: an older sister happily wed, the future of her family estate secure, and
ample opportunity to while her time away in the fields around her home. But now
Vicky must marry—or find herself and her family destitute. Armed only with the
wisdom she has gained from her beloved novels by Jane Austen, she enters
society’s treacherous season. Sadly, Miss Austen has little to say about Vicky’s
exact circumstances: whether the roguish Mr. Carmichael is indeed a scoundrel, if
her former best friend, Tom Sherborne, is out for her dowry or for her heart, or
even how to fend off the attentions of the foppish Mr. Silby, he of the unfortunate
fashion sensibility. Most unfortunately of all, Vicky’s books are silent on the topic of
the mysterious accidents cropping up around her…ones that could prevent her
from surviving until her wedding day.

Salt to the Sea
Lord John Aversin—with the help of his mageborn wife, Jenny Waynest—has fought
and defeated two dragons, earning the title of Dragonsbane. But there are
creatures more terrifying than dragons. Demonspawn from a dark dimension have
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learned to drink the magic—and the souls—of mages and dragons alike, turning
their victims into empty vessels. And now they've stolen John and Jenny's
mageborn son, twelve-year-old Ian. In desperation, John seeks the help of the
eldest and strongest dragon: Morkeleb the Black. But the demons have allies, too:
a vast army poised to plunge the Realm into civil war. In the coming struggle,
Morkeleb will sacrifice what he values most. Jenny will question everything she
trusts and believes in. And John will embark on a perilous quest for the only things
capable of defeating such powerful demons—even more powerful demons . . .

Holy Smokes
Trusted & Treasured by Millions of Readers over 30 years, the Life Application(R)
Study Bible Is Today's #1-Selling Study Bible, and a Bible for All Times. Now it has
been thoroughly updated and expanded, offering even more relevant insights for
understanding and applying God's Word to everyday life in today's world. Discover
How You Can Apply the Bible to Your Life Today Now with a fresh two-color interior
design and meaningfully updated study notes and features, this Bible will help you
understand God's Word better than ever. It answers questions that you may have
about the text and provides you practical yet powerful ways to apply the Bible to
your life every day. Study the stories and teachings of the Bible with verse-byverse commentary. Gain wisdom from people in the Bible by exploring their
accomplishments and learning from their mistakes. Survey the big picture of each
book through overviews, vital statistics, outlines, and timelines, and grasp difficult
concepts using in-text maps, charts, and diagrams--all to help you do life God's
way, every day. The Personal Size editions are for people who like to carry their
study Bible with them. Features: (Enhanced, updated, and with new content added
throughout) Now more than 10,000 Life Application(R) notes and features Over 100
Life Application(R) profiles of key Bible people Introductions and overviews for each
book of the Bible More than 500 maps & charts placed for quick reference
Dictionary/concordance Extensive side-column cross-reference system to facilitate
deeper study Life Application(R) index to notes, charts, maps, and profiles
Refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full-color maps
Quality Smyth-sewn binding--durable, made for frequent use, and lays flat when
open Presentation page Single-column format Christian Worker's Resource, a
special supplement to enhance the reader's ministry effectiveness Full text of the
accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV)

A Man to Slay Dragons
"A stunning new epic fantasy series following a girl who is cast out by her people
and must fight with everything she has to survive, set in the same world as Red
Sister. In some children, the old blood shows, giving them strength, speed, and
mystical power. In the cities of Abeth's Corridor, such children are prized. But on
the vast ice plains of Abeth, those traits lead children to burn bright and die young,
and the discipline of the priests is harsh. Any child who shows signs of the old
races is cast into the Pit of the Missing, never to be seen again. Yaz is only sixteen,
but she feels a burgeoning gift and she knows the next gathering will be her
last--the priests see everything, and her aberrance will not be tolerated. But then
she is spared and her brother is identified as one of the broken and cast down into
the pit. Stunned, awash with guilt and grief, she flings herself in after him. She
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expects to find death. Instead she finds a sprawling, secret civilization, where
survival is even less assured than on the ice plains. And she soon realizes that this
underground empire revolves around a great truth--and an even greater evil--that
puts all of Abeth in danger"--

Damsel
Book-loving Kenny the rabbit has few friends in his farming community, so when
one, bookstore owner George, is sent to kill another, gentle dragon Grahame,
Kenny must find a way to prevent their battle while satisfying the dragon-crazed
townspeople.
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